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Abstract

Measurements of radiation and cloud properties taken by the Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) and Moderate-resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) on the *Aqua* spacecraft are evaluated to determine the similarities and differences in radiation, cloud amount, cloud liquid and ice water paths among the same types of cloud systems. The period from January 2003 to December 2005, unaffected by an El Nino or La Nina, was chosen to establish a set of “normal” conditions for comparisons with models. A total of 13 cloudy marine areas are selected to represent high clouds in the mid-latitude storm tracks and tropical convergence zones and low clouds in the subtropical high-pressure areas dominated by boundary-layer stratus and stratocumulus clouds. The individual measurements of the clouds in these areas are statistically analyzed to take advantage of both gridded and individual cloud system characteristics. Large seasonal and interannual changes in cloud cover are similar for the same types of clouds. The seasonal variations in surface and top-of-atmosphere radiative fluxes for the same types of clouds from different areas are remarkably similar. Although cloud liquid or ice water paths vary considerably for the same types of clouds, their statistical distributions are very stable for different periods and areas. Generally, the seasonal variations of the analyzed clouds are larger than interannual variations. Of all clouds observed, the high clouds from the North Atlantic storm tracks show the greatest variability with the changes in ice water path of about 50 and 10 mg/m$^2$ seasonally and interannually, respectively. Overall, the results suggest that the regional differences in dynamics and thermodynamics primarily cause changes in the cloud frequency or coverage and only secondarily in the cloud macrophysical characteristics such as ice or liquid water path. Because of this interregional and interannual stability in cloud properties, changes in cloud cover are most likely to have the greatest influence on changes in
the radiation fields, and, hence, climate. This fluctuation in cloud cover or storm frequencies, then, affects the precipitation, atmospheric hydrology, and the overall averages of water amounts of individual cloud types because of extreme high IWP and LWP values of precipitating clouds. These results comprise a set of valuable observations for testing modeled cloud statistics and for improving cloud model parameterizations. Because of the stable statistical characteristics of cloud water amount and radiation, they have great potential for reducing the large uncertainties in modeled cloud radiative forcing.
1. Introduction

During the last 2-3 decades, the parameterization and representation of cloud properties have been a focus of global climate model (GCM) studies. Yet, significant problems remain for characterizing clouds accurately in the models, and subsequently the changes in clouds and their feedbacks with changing climate are highly uncertain. Cloud cover and its vertical distributions determined from GCMs for the current climate differ significantly from the observations despite relatively large uncertainties in the latter [Zhang et al., 2005]. The cloud ice water paths (IWP) derived by GCMs are highly model dependent and differ markedly from the observations in many cases [Waliser et al., 2008]. Some of these problems are caused by theoretical and numerical modeling shortcomings, and the others are due to uncertainties in the observations. Much additional work is needed to better understand the observations and to develop more accurate cloud parameterizations, especially for particular cloud types.

For example, tropical deep convective systems not only generate heavy precipitation and transport moisture to the upper troposphere but also have crucial effects on atmospheric radiation due to their large horizontal and vertical extents. Marine boundary-layer clouds, mostly formed in the subtropical regions, form under the subsidence of the Hadley and Walker circulations and the temperature inversion associated with the top of the boundary layer. Because of the preferred large-scale dynamics and local thermodynamics, marine boundary-layer clouds, in particular stratus and stratocumulus, impose a persistent negative radiative forcing, or cooling, that affects the tropical atmospheric circulation patterns. The radiative properties of these clouds, such as optical depth (τ), liquid water path (LWP), IWP, cloud temperature (Tc), effective cloud droplet radius (Re) and ice crystal diameter (De), shortwave (SW) and longwave (LW) fluxes, and cloud areal coverage (Ac), range from very small to extremely large values. Current cloud
parameterizations in GCMs and, even, in cloud resolving models cannot simulate all of the
detailed physical processes that operate inside clouds and within the boundary layer.

Most knowledge of clouds and their feedbacks has been obtained from observations of
cloud water amount (or its closely related variable, optical depth), particle size, and associated
radiation. Satellite and ground-based measurements revealed that the change in cloud thickness,
not adiabatic cloud water content, is the primary cause of the LWP variation with temperature
[Tselioudis et al. 1992; Del Genio and Wolf, 2000; Lin et al. 2003]. The base and top heights of
low clouds are significantly coupled with boundary-layer moisture, especially the relative
humidity. For high clouds, although there were significant differences in the interpretations of
satellite observations during the last decade or so [e.g., Ramanathan and Collins, 1991; Fu et al.
1992; Hartmann and Michelsen, 1993, 2002; Lindzen et al. 2001], studies based on the latest
satellite observations [Lin et al. 2002; Del Genio and Kovari, 2002; Del Genio et al., 2005; Rapp
et al. 2005; Su et al. 2006; Lin et al 2006, 2007] appear to be converging. These studies indicate
that although the cloud coverage and ice water content of tropical convective systems may
increase in response to climate perturbations or sea surface temperature (SST) variations, the
absolute change in radiation of the convective systems should be much weaker than that
proposed by the iris and thermostat hypotheses.

A typical approach for characterizing large-scale cloud properties is to compute averages
of gridded satellite measurements [e.g., Tselioudis et al. 1992; Cess et al. 2001]. The advantage
of this approach is that the observed averages can be directly used to compare with the results
from GCMs due to the similarities in climate regimes and large-scale dynamical forcings. Even
the grid sizes and temporal resolutions are generally similar. Also, the computational resources
and requirements in data processing are normally manageable for most modeling institutes. A
disadvantage is that different types of clouds are likely mixed together in the gridded data, especially for monthly or longer time scale means. The detailed physical properties associated with individual cloud types, thus, may not be obtained. To overcome this problem, another approach that analyzes individual cloud types, systems, and objects is also frequently used for satellite observations. Such approach can trace the back trajectory of individual clouds and evaluate the life cycle of these clouds [Machado et al., 1998; Luo and Rossow, 2004]. The radiative properties of huge cloud systems and the influence of environmental conditions on these systems can also be specifically identified [Lin et al., 2006, 2007]. Furthermore, the statistics that characterize particular cloud objects are observed [Machado et al., 1998; Xu et al., 2005, 2008; Eitzen et al., 2008]. Because of the complexity in identifying individual cloud systems and the satellite data availability, there is generally no long-term (e.g., interannual) statistical analysis in cloud objects [Xu et al., 2005, 2008; Eitzen et al., 2008]. Although this approach targets the statistics and physical processes of cloud systems, GCMs may not be capable of replicating the observations of individual clouds and generally cannot trace individual cloud systems due to spatial scale differences in the observational analysis and model simulations. The computational power requirements for this approach are also very high.

This study takes advantage of both gridded and individual cloud system analyses, and evaluates same types of clouds occurring at different geographical locations. We will evaluate the consistencies and differences in the characteristics of cloud systems for different times and places with the goal of providing modelers with a basic tool for modeling and assessing observed and simulated clouds. The potential analysis regions are first identified from the gridded annual mean satellite data based on clouds belonging to similar climate regimes. Within these identified regions, the statistical characteristics for each cloud type are computed using radiative fluxes.
from each Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES; *Wielicki et al.* [1996]) scanner pixel and cloud properties derived from matched Moderate-resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) measurements. The next section introduces the data sets and analysis methods, and Section 3 presents the observational results for the different cloud types. The similarity and difference among the clouds from different regions are discussed. Section 4 summarizes the findings of this study.

2. **Data Analysis**

The measurements used here were taken by instruments on the *Aqua* satellite from January 2003 through December 2005 when there were no significant global or tropical scale climatological anomalies such as El Nino and La Nina. Thus, our satellite observed results should represent clouds in fairly average climate conditions. This time period is also constrained by the availability of the CERES single scanner footprint (SSF) product that includes the temporally and spatially matched CERES and MODIS measurements.

CERES measures top-of-atmosphere (TOA) broadband SW and LW radiances directly at a spatial resolution of about 20 km, and estimates both TOA and surface SW, LW and net radiative fluxes based on the radiance measurements and the merged MODIS-based cloud and aerosol information. By merging the cloud and radiance measurements, CERES is able to reduce the TOA SW and LW radiative fluxes for specific cloud (and clear) types down to instantaneous errors of ~13 and ~4.3 W/m², respectively, values at least a factor of two smaller than those from the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE; *Barkstrom et al.* [1989]). The errors in averaged values are significantly smaller. For surface radiative fluxes, the estimated error uncertainties in regional monthly means are about 10 W/m² [*Lin et al.*, 2008].
The cloud properties derived by CERES mission are based on the *Aqua* MODIS 1-km visible (VIS; 0.64 μm), infrared (IR; 10.8 μm), solar infrared (3.8 μm) and split-window (12.0 μm) measurements after first classifying each pixel as clear or cloudy as discussed in Minnis *et al.* [2008]. For the cloudy pixels, the effective cloud temperature and height, cloud thermodynamic phase (P_{wi}), and the other microphysical properties mentioned earlier are retrieved using updates of the VIS-IR-Solar-IR-Split-window technique (VISST) during the day and the Solar-infrared-IR-Split-window technique (SIST) at night [Minnis *et al.*, 1995, 2004]. For this study, the retrievals of cloud LWP, IWP and optical depth are only available for daytime MODIS measurements taken near 13:30 local time. Other cloud properties, such as cloud top temperature and pressure, are estimated from both day- and night-time MODIS measurements. After the CERES cloud retrieval for each MODIS pixel, all cloud properties from the MODIS data are convolved into the corresponding CERES footprint, minimizing spatial and temporal collocation errors.

These *Aqua* Edition-1 CERES SSF data are used to identify certain cloud types and to select the typical regions where those clouds are most common. Initial comparisons with radar and lidar data indicate that the marine boundary-layer cloud heights retrieved by CERES are, on average, ~0.3 km greater than those derived from lidar measurements taken by the Cloud and Aerosol Lidar [Sun-Mack *et al.*, 2007]. While direct validation of the low-cloud optical properties over ocean has not yet been performed, comparisons with retrievals using surface-based radar and radiometer data over land indicate good agreement between the CERES-MODIS and surface retrievals of Re, τ, and LWP [Dong *et al.*, 2008]. The optical properties for optically thin cirrus clouds are also in good agreement with radar and lidar retrievals of De, τ, and IWP [Mace *et al.*, 2005, Chiriaco *et al.*, 2007], and the magnitude and distribution of IWP are very
close to those derived from the CloudSat cloud radar [Waliser et al., 2008]. However, the top heights of optically thin cirrus are typically underestimated by 1 or 2 km by the CERES-MODIS retrievals, and very thin cirrus clouds, typically with $\tau < 0.3$, are not detected [Mace et al., 2005; Chiriaco et al., 2007; Sun-Mack et al., 2007]. Although the detection and cloud top height estimation of thin cirrus clouds may be significantly improved by applying CO$_2$ slicing technique to MODIS data [Chang and Li, 2005a], current CERES operational cloud retrieval technique for MODIS and other satellite sensors has not implemented the CO$_2$ method, which may result in overestimations of cloud amounts of middle level clouds [Chang and Li, 2005b]. To avoid mischaracterization of middle clouds, this study only discusses low and high clouds identified in the CERES cloud product. For this study, low and high clouds are defined as those having cloud top pressure greater than 680 hPa and less than 440 hPa, respectively. These cloud classifications are assigned to a given CERES pixel based on the average SSF cloud top pressure.

To select the low and high cloud regions for this study, the annual distributions of these kinds of clouds are examined first. To minimize background variability effects on the retrievals only oceanic clouds are considered. Figure 1 shows the annual mean high (upper panel) and low (lower panel) cloud cover for 2005 obtained from the CERES SSF product. Corresponding to this figure, some typical high and low cloud areas are highlighted and labeled in Figure 2. All climatologically stormy areas are evident as regions with a large (> 18%) mean fraction of high cloud cover. For example, middle latitude storms are highly concentrated on the Atlantic and Pacific storm tracks (areas labeled 1-4 in the upper panel of Figure 2). Some places within these regions even have annual mean high cloud fractions greater than 30%. The areas with the greatest high cloud cover are the tropical western Pacific (TWP) and eastern India Ocean (i.e., areas 5, 6, 8, 9) with peak values up to ~50%. The 9 high-cloud areas include 4 mid-latitude
storm track regions (1 each in the North Atlantic, South Atlantic, North Pacific, and South Pacific), and 5 tropical deep convective regions (eastern Pacific and Atlantic intertropical convergence zones (ITCZ), northern and southern TWP, South Pacific Convergence Zone (SPCZ,) northern and southern tropical Indian Ocean). For low clouds, persistent marine stratus and stratocumulus clouds occurring more than 45% of the time year-round are found in the upwelling oceanic areas west of the southern Africa, Australia, California, and South America (labeled as 1-4 in the lower panel of Figure 2). Because of both large spatial coverage and significant optical thickness, these clouds comprise one of the dominant factors that influence the global radiation budget. Note that the low cloud amounts in Figure 1 are likely smaller than those seen elsewhere because the Aqua daytime overpass is near the time of minimum cloudiness in marine stratus areas.

To compute the cloud properties within each region, only those $1^\circ \times 1^\circ$ grid boxes having annual mean cloud amounts greater than 18% and 45% were used for high and low clouds, respectively, to ensure some uniformity across regions. Because of large-scale atmospheric waves and the intermittent nature of deep convection, mesoscale convective clouds, frontal systems and even stratus clouds generally do not continuously stay in each grid box. The actual cloud properties analyzed for those $1^\circ \times 1^\circ$ grid boxes were, thus, the statistical values from individual CERES pixels satisfying the low and high cloud definitions mentioned previously, i.e., they were obtained from instantaneous satellite observations for each type of the clouds in the selected grids. This way would ensure that large-scale conditions were favorable for the selected cloud types even in local and short-time scales. To obtain their statistically-stable distributions, these individual cloud properties were cumulated in monthly and longer time scales. The purpose of our multiple scale cloud analysis process is to pick up the areas that have
persistently favorable climate conditions for the analyzed clouds to grow (annual scale), to catch
up with seasonal variations in the areas for the clouds (monthly scale), and to determine weather
conditions for the clouds to develop at the observational moment and individual location. From
this and previous considerations, it can be seen that the high or low cloud characteristics
considered here conserve the cloud features over a wide range of scales from individual satellite
footprints to cumulative quantities of a typical grid box up to the entire selected climatological
area at monthly or longer time scales.

3. Results and Discussion

Figures 3 and 4 show the time series of monthly mean cloud cover during the study
period for the selected areas. For the storm track areas (Figure 3, upper panel), mean high cloud
cover generally varies from 15 to 35 % occurring more frequently during the hemispheric spring
and summer seasons. In the marine stratus regimes, the low cloud amounts (Figure 3, lower
panel) are generally high, mostly greater than about 50%. These results are consistent with the
surface-based climatology [Klein and Hartmann, 1993], showing similar seasonal variations and
less stratus west of Australia. The strong annual cycles in the eastern Pacific and southeastern
Atlantic areas may be related to large seasonal zonal shifts of subsidence in the eastern
subtropical Pacific and Atlantic and their associated ocean upwelling variations. Weaker large-
scale forcing off the west coast of Australia than in the other three regions produces generally
weaker low-level stability and, hence, less persistent boundary-layer clouds [Klein and
Hartmann, 1993]. The seasonal variability of cloud cover in the southeastern Atlantic (area 1,
black) appears to be comparable to those in the eastern Pacific areas although the cloud cover
may be a little less than in the other areas. The minimum stratus coverage occurs around the
beginning of each year regardless of hemisphere, suggesting that the forcing mechanisms differ between the hemispheres.

The tropical high cloud amounts (Figure 4), mainly from mesoscale convective systems [Lin et al. 2006], in the northern tropical Indian Ocean along the ITCZ (area 9; upper panel) have a larger annual cycle than those in the southern tropical Indian Ocean (area 6) owing to the contrast between the Indian subcontinent and the sea as well as the Indian monsoon. The high clouds in the ITCZ over the northern TWP (area 8) and SPCZ (area 5) have similar areal coverage, while their annual variabilities are 6 months out of phase due to the seasonal shifts in solar radiation. The cirrus and convective clouds in the tropical eastern Pacific and Atlantic (area 7) ITCZs generally are less frequent than those in the northern TWP and the India Ocean and have smaller seasonal changes in areal coverage. For the ITCZ across the globe (areas 7, 8, and 9 combined; lower panel; hereafter also called ITCZ), the annual cycle of high cloud cover is dominated by the northern TWP and India Ocean, at least, for the “normal” climate years analyzed here. During 2003-2005, the ITCZ has not changed from its normal conditions greatly and no double ITCZs were observed. An El Nino or La Nina climate would significantly shift the TWP convergence zones to the central Pacific and cause huge changes in high cloud cover in the tropical eastern Pacific and Atlantic (area 7) [Cess et al. 2001].

The high clouds in the Indian Ocean (areas 6 + 9) appear as frequently as those in the tropical western Pacific (areas 5 + 8) since the areas of both northern tropical western Pacific (area 5) and SPCZ (area 8) extend to the middle Pacific, which reduces the averaged high cloud amounts in the whole regions compared those around maritime continents (c.f., Figures 1 and 2). Furthermore, minimal seasonal changes in high clouds within these deep convection areas are found owing to persistent preferred convergence conditions throughout the analyzed normal
years. Although extreme climate events could be good opportunities in testing models, the normal climate conditions characterized here should provide a baseline for parameterizing the clouds in GCMs.

Histograms of the bulk ice/liquid water paths for the high and low clouds in the selected areas are shown in Figures 5 and 6, respectively, for June, July and August (JJA, left column) and December, January, and February (DJF, right column) for 2003 (black), 2004 (red), and 2005 (green). The numbers listed in these figures are the means (left column) and standard deviations (right column) of the distributions. To properly display the statistically-significant characteristics of IWP and LWP distributions, only water path values less than 300 g/m$^2$ (or 0.3 mm) are plotted. For each type of clouds in a given area, the ice and liquid water amount ranges are extremely broad, from close to zero to well above 5,000 g/m$^2$ [c.f. Lin and Rossow, 1997]. The frequencies for precipitating clouds with extreme high ice and liquid water paths above 1,000 g/m$^2$ in individual statistical bins (or intervals) are extreme low and not statistically stable [Lin and Rossow, 1997]. Actually, even for IWP or LWP at values close to 300 g/m$^2$ the frequencies are already near zero as indicated in the figures. Because of their rare occurrence the clouds with these extreme IWP and LWP values contribute little to the radiation forcing and budget of their type of clouds although they may influence atmospheric hydrology and precipitation significantly. Because the currently available CERES-MODIS retrievals for precipitating clouds are limited to optical depths $\leq 128$ [Minnis et al., 1995], the IWP or LWP values are probably underestimated for extremely thick clouds. The extremely high IWP and LWP values obtained by Lin and Rossow [1994, 1997] were estimated from satellite passive microwave measurements that are not available for this study. To avoid misleading the statistics of IWP or LWP values due to extreme cases, the values higher than 1,000 g/m$^2$ are not included
in the mean and standard deviation calculations in current study. Because of dramatic variations
(or chaotic characteristics of) in storm systems from rainfall cells to extended stratiform anvils
and thin cirrus clouds, the standard deviations of the analyzed high clouds are generally much
bigger than their corresponding averages (Figure 5) even without the extremely high IWP and
LWP values. The IWP distributions of these storms skew towards small IWP values with peaks
around 10 g/m². Very high frequencies of high cirrus and cirrostratus clouds dominate the
radiation fields of these storm cloud systems. As expected, mid-latitude winter storms contain
more ice than those during summer seasons. Generally, mid-latitude storms have larger seasonal
variations than the tropical systems. For example, the average IWP values for the North Atlantic
storm tracks change from about 37 g/m² to around 80 g/m² during summer and winter seasons,
respectively, while the maximum seasonal IWP differences for tropical high clouds are ~15
g/m², mostly within 10 g/m². The seasonal changes in large-scale dynamics, sea surface
temperatures, and atmospheric temperature and humidity structures are much greater in mid-
latitudes compared to those in the tropics.

For low clouds (Figure 6), the mean values are relatively high and vary from ~55 g/m² to
70 g/m² for all selected areas in both summer and winter seasons. Compared with summer
values, the winter LWP means may be slightly greater, likely due to reduced relative humidity in
the boundary layer during warm months as reported in previous observations and analyses of low
cloud variations with temperature [e.g., Tselioudis et al. 1992; Del Genio and Wolf, 2000; Lin et
al. 2003]. The LWP distributions for individual areas in a specific season have much higher
cumulated probabilities around their peak occurring frequencies and means compared to those of
high stormy clouds, which results in relatively smaller standard deviations about 2/3 of their
corresponding means.
Of all clouds observed, the inter-annual variabilities of these clouds are much smaller than the seasonal variabilities. The high clouds from the North Atlantic storm tracks show the greatest variability with the changes in ice water path of about 50 and 10 mg/m² seasonally and interannually, respectively.

The huge variability of individual cloud systems for all of the analyzed clouds poses a great challenge for cloud modeling. However, Figures 5 and 6 show that the probability distributions of condensed water for a given cloud type change very little from year to year in each selected area. The shapes, means, and standard deviations of the same type of clouds from different areas are also very similar. These results demonstrate that the cloud characteristics may vary drastically from one individual cloud system to another. But the overall characteristics of the same cloud types in normal conditions (in other words, forced by similar large-scale dynamics and thermodynamics) are very stable. It is over monthly or longer temporal scales in certain areas that stable statistics of cloud properties for the same type of clouds are obtained and can be meaningfully simulated by models.

The monthly mean TOA net radiative fluxes for clouds in the storm track and stratus deck regions are shown in Figure 7. These values, for the most part, represent the amount of radiation that is gained or lost in the Earth-atmosphere system below cloud top. The high clouds associated with mid-latitude storms (upper panel) are generally thick and reflect significant amounts of solar radiation. During the winter seasons, when solar radiation at these latitudes is weak, there is little shortwave irradiance passing into the atmosphere through the clouds, and the net radiation, a combination of minimal shortwave heating and considerable longwave cooling, thus, becomes negative. This cooling effect can be very strong and drops to as low as about −100 W/m². When the insolation is greatest (or summer months), the shortwave radiation can
penetrate into the atmosphere through non-precipitating parts of the storm systems, providing significant amounts of solar heating to the surface and troposphere. The stormy clouds also block most of the strong longwave radiation emitted to space by the warmer seas during summer. These combined shortwave and longwave effects during warm seasons generally heat the storm track areas, although the magnitude of the heating (> ~120 W/m$^2$) is not as large as that in clear conditions or in marine-stratus areas (c.f. lower panel). There, the radiative fluxes in the stratus deck areas display similar but slightly stronger annual cycles compared to those in the storm tracks owing to the annual solar insolation cycle and the strong seasonal cloud variations (Figure 3). A difference between the subtropical low clouds and storm-track high clouds is that in the stratus regions, the net radiation warms the Earth-atmosphere system all year, primarily in the boundary layer and the sea surface (c.f., discussions of Figure 10 below). This year-round warming is a result of greater insolation during winter in these areas compared to that in the mid-latitudes. Although the averaged net radiation for both the mid-latitude storm system and stratus cloud areas is positive (or heating), the cloud radiative forcing, defined as the net radiation difference between all-sky and clear-sky conditions, is negative. That is, the clouds actually cool the atmosphere relative to clear skies because the amount of solar radiation reflected back to space is much greater in cloudy conditions (not shown).

The TOA net radiation for the high clouds in tropical convergence zones (upper panel of Figure 8) varies much less (~100 W/m$^2$) than that in the subtropics and mid-latitudes primarily because of smaller insolation variations. Small changes in sea surface temperature and the atmospheric temperature and humidity profiles around equatorial regions also minimize the radiation variability. Although tropical convective regions (lower panel), such as the Indian Ocean (red), TWP (green), and ITCZ (black) have even less seasonal variability than individual
convection areas, the double peaks of the radiation fields in each annual cycle can be found clearly, especially for those in the ITCZ. Even though cold deep convective systems dominate tropical reflection of shortwave energy and release very little thermal radiation to space, more than half of the solar radiation still manages to enter the troposphere [Lin et al., 2002, 2006]. Thus, the semi-annual equator crossing of the sun leaves a significant signature in the observed radiation records of the high clouds along ITCZ areas.

To further evaluate the similarities and differences of cloud radiation among the same types of clouds from different areas, we artificially shift the TOA net radiation forward 6 months periodically for clouds in the Northern Hemisphere. Figure 9 reveals very consistent annual variations in both the phase and amplitude (250 - 300 W/m$^2$) of the monthly mean net radiative fluxes from all of the different storm track areas (upper panel) and from all of the stratus regions (lower panel). Even though there are some latitudinal differences (i.e., difference in insolation) among them, the overlap of the averaged radiative fluxes for the analyzed storm track regions is so tight that it confirms certain inherit cloud-type features, such as similar ice water amount and variability of these clouds (c.f. Figure 5). As mentioned previously, although extreme precipitating clouds are important for upper-tropospheric moisture transport, cirrus and anvil formation, and climate hydrology [Lin et al. 2006] and may not have a stable statistic in an area for an individual month, such clouds are so rare that they do not significantly alter the basic radiative statistics for this cloud type. It is the normal clouds that dominate the radiation statistics because of their large spatial extent (and/or high frequency).

Compared to the mid-latitude storm clouds, the stratus cloud decks (Figure 9, lower panel) generally have similar annual oscillations in their net radiation averages, although these averages (or the net radiative energy into the atmosphere is) are higher because the solar
Insolation is stronger for these lower latitude clouds. The area off Australia’s west coast shows the biggest annual changes in the net radiative fluxes (red) into the Earth’s climate system among the four selected stratus deck areas. The largest annual amplitude for the clouds in the area probably is caused by having the highest LWP contrasts between the winter and summer seasons (the differences slightly exceed 10 g/m²; c.f. Figure 6).

Overall, for all of the cloud types, the inter-hemispheric radiation differences between clouds from northern and southern hemispheres are minimal (c.f. Figures 8 and 9). It seems that the differences in dynamics and thermodynamics among the various regions and cloud types have significant impacts on the seasonal changes in cloud cover, but appear to affect cloud water content and, hence, radiation only secondarily. From a climate perspective, then, cloud cover is the component that will most affect or be affected by changes in the climate system. That is, changes in the radiation fields will depend mostly on changes in cloud amount in a given region for a particular cloud type. This result, along with the observed IWP and LWP values of these types of clouds (c.f. Figures 5 and 6), provides not only an effective tool for models to test their cloud simulation schemes but also strong evidence for GCM and cloud resolving models to treat same kinds of clouds (i.e., the storms or status clouds in the selected areas) in the same ways even for different times, places and hemispheres.

The time series of the surface net radiation for the selected typical areas (Figure 10) have similar seasonal and interannual patterns as those at TOA except with greater magnitudes. The larger positive heating at the surface compared to that at TOA is an indicator of the greenhouse effect of the atmosphere and these clouds. The hemispherically normalized seasonal surface radiation values from different storm track regions (Figure 10, upper panel) follow each other closely reflecting the similarities in shortwave reflection at the TOA and surface, sea surface
temperature, and boundary-layer temperature and humidity. Slightly lower net surface radiation for the clouds off the west coast of Australia during winter months compared to those of other stratus deck areas (Figure 10, lower panel) may result from its higher LWP values (c.f. Figure 6). The surface radiation in the ITCZ and SPCZ regions (Figure 11) has almost the same features as those seen for the other cloud types and at the TOA except with much smaller variability. The double peaks in the surface radiation time series for each annual cycle can still be seen in this figure although they are not as pronounced as those of the TOA net radiation fluxes. Very small variations in surface temperature as well as the thermal and moisture structures of the tropical atmosphere with annual cycle reduce interseasonal surface radiation changes, especially for longwave.

Time series of the monthly mean IWP and LWP, including extreme values during studied periods, are shown in Figures 12 and 13 for the selected high and low cloud areas, respectively. Because of extreme high IWP and LWP values in very few precipitating clouds [Lin and Rossow, 1994, 1997], the overall means are slightly higher than the values shown in the histogram plots (c.f. Figures. 5 and 6), especially for storm-track cases. For low clouds, the differences are small due to infrequent occurrences of extreme precipitation in this type of regime. The averaged retrieved IWP values (about 0.08 mm or 80 g/m²) in the storm tracks (Figure 12, top panel) are generally higher than those (about 0.05 mm) in tropical convergence zones (Figure 12, middle and bottom panels) due to more thin cirrus clouds in tropical convective systems than in the mid-latitude storms. The current satellite mean IWP retrievals generally agree very well with previous IWP estimates obtained from combined satellite visible, infrared and microwave measurements when the uncertainties in the previous estimates are considered [Lin and Rossow 1994, 1996]. As noted earlier, they also agree well with those determined from the CloudSat.
cloud radar [Waliser et al., 2008]. The IWP values for the North Pacific storm track (upper panel, green curve) have the largest seasonal cycles varying from 0.13 mm during winter months to 0.06 mm in summer months. The IWP over the North Atlantic storm track is noisier than its North Pacific counterpart. These small time scale variations may also cause a larger interannual change compared to those in other storm track areas and tropical convergence zones (also c.f., Figure 5). As mentioned previously, the IWP estimates for tropical high clouds vary minimally during these 3 normal years, especially for the combined tropical and ITCZ regions (Figure 12, bottom panel).

The LWP values for the stratus clouds from different areas (Figure 13) are around 0.06 mm and exhibit similar seasonal and interannual variations, as shown in the analysis of the histograms in Figure 6. These CERES Aqua LWP retrievals are very consistent with our previous combined satellite visible, infrared and microwave measurements [Lin and Rossow 1994, 1996; Lin et al. 1998; Ho et al. 2003], suggesting that the techniques for satellite LWP retrievals are generally mature enough for operational or long-term cloud monitoring.

4. Summary and Conclusions

This study uses the satellite visible and infrared narrow- and broad-band measurements of the CERES and MODIS instruments on Aqua to evaluate the similarities in and differences of cloud radiation and liquid and ice water paths among the same types of clouds. Typical high clouds such as those found in the mid-latitude storm tracks and tropical convergence zones are considered. The subtropical stratus cloud deck areas off the west coasts of major continents were selected to represent low clouds. Generally, the same types of clouds from different areas exhibit significantly different time series of radiative fluxes due mainly to the differences in solar
insolation and local atmospheric profiles. When these clouds are analyzed by accounting for the inter-hemispherical seasonal differences, the discrepancies in the radiative fluxes are remarkably diminished. As expected, the variabilities of individual storms and solid stratus cloud decks are significant: the standard deviations of LWP and IWP values are generally comparable to or even larger than the means for these cloud systems. Although the LWP or IWP distributions of these clouds can exceed the retrieval upper limits, the occurrence frequencies of these extreme satellite pixels are rare. The statistical distributions of water amounts at normal range (0 ~ 1000 g/m²) are very stable for different periods and areas. These results comprise a set of valuable observations for testing modeled cloud statistics and for improving cloud model parameterizations. Because of the stable statistical characteristics of cloud water amount and radiation, there is great potential for reducing the large uncertainties in modeled cloud radiative forcing. Future work will focus on the investigation of other cloud types such as marine cumulus, polar clouds, and clouds over land areas and on the influence of these clouds on the atmospheric hydrological cycle.
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Figure captions

Figure 1. Annual mean high (upper panel) and low (lower panel) cloud distributions from the CERES-MODIS cloud analysis.

Figure 2. Selected regions for stormy (upper panel) and stratus (lower panel) clouds. Individual colors and/or numerical labels represent individual cloud areas.

Figure 3. Time series of cloud cover (%) for storm track (upper) and stratus (lower) areas. Hereafter, all area numbers or labels indicated in the figures are consistent with those shown in Figure 2 and discussed in the text.

Figure 4. Similar as Figure 3, except for selected tropical areas (upper) and combined regions (lower).

Figure 5a. Histogram of IWP for high clouds in middle latitude storm tracks during June, July and August (JJA, left) and December, January, and February (DJF, right) for 2003 (black), 2004 (red), and 2005 (green). Means and standard deviations are listed in the left and right columns, respectively, in each plot.

Figure 5b. Same as 5a, except for ITCZ areas.

Figure 6. Histogram of LWP for stratus clouds during June, July and August (JJA, left) and December, January, and February (DJF, right) for 2003 (black), 2004 (red), and 2005 (green).

Figure 7. Time series of TOA monthly mean net radiation (W/m²) for clouds in storm track (upper), and stratus (lower) areas.

Figure 8. Same as Figure 7, except for tropical convergence zones (upper) and their combined high cloud regions (lower).
Figure 9. TOA monthly mean net radiation (W/m²) for clouds in storm track (upper) and stratus (lower) areas. The Northern Hemisphere radiative fluxes are shifted forward 6 months to obtain the fluxes in the same seasons for all selected areas.

Figure 10. Same as Figure 9, except for surface (SFC) net radiation.

Figure 11. Same as Figure 8, except for surface (SFC) net radiation.

Figure 12. Time series of monthly mean IWP (mm) for high clouds in selected areas.

Figure 13. Time series of monthly mean LWP (mm) for low clouds in subtropical solid deck areas.
Figure 1. Annual mean high (upper panel) and low (lower panel) cloud distributions from the CERES-MODIS cloud analysis.
Figure 2. Selected regions for stormy (upper panel) and stratus (lower panel) clouds. Individual colors and/or numerical labels represent individual cloud areas.
Figure 3. Time series of cloud cover (%) for storm track (upper) and stratus (lower) areas.

Hereafter, all area numbers or labels indicated in the figures are consistent with those shown in Figure 2 and discussed in the text.
Figure 4. Similar as Figure 3, except for selected tropical areas (upper) and combined regions (lower).
Figure 5a. Histogram of IWP for high clouds in middle latitude storm tracks during June, July and August (JJA, left) and December, January, and February (DJF, right) for 2003 (black), 2004 (red), and 2005 (green). Means and standard deviations are listed in the left and right columns, respectively, in each plot.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>JJA</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>DJF</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Pacific</td>
<td>60.92</td>
<td>63.13</td>
<td>59.28</td>
<td>83.41</td>
<td>63.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Atlantic</td>
<td>52.00</td>
<td>84.90</td>
<td>47.43</td>
<td>66.30</td>
<td>53.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Atlantic</td>
<td>37.19</td>
<td>56.91</td>
<td>37.54</td>
<td>59.32</td>
<td>38.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Pacific</td>
<td>53.20</td>
<td>93.93</td>
<td>50.33</td>
<td>90.87</td>
<td>45.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5b. Same as 5a, except for ITCZ areas.
Figure 6. Histogram of LWP for stratus clouds during June, July and August (JJA, left) and December, January, and February (DJF, right) for 2003 (black), 2004 (red), and 2005 (green).

Low Cloud Areas for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JJA</th>
<th>DJF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W. Africa</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61.97</td>
<td>58.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63.63</td>
<td>65.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63.16</td>
<td>55.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51.45</td>
<td>44.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48.92</td>
<td>47.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.29</td>
<td>43.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| W. Australia | 2003 | 2004 | 2005 |
| 69.08 | 58.19 | 59.56 |
| 69.21 | 65.52 | 55.07 |
| 69.31 | 55.07 | 58.64 |
| 52.93 | 44.61 | 44.52 |
| 49.33 | 44.40 | 44.52 |
| 48.98 | 44.50 | 44.07 |

| W. North America | 2003 | 2004 | 2005 |
| 61.70 | 61.30 | 59.83 |
| 63.09 | 64.61 | 59.56 |
| 67.87 | 57.11 | 58.67 |
| 45.98 | 49.02 | 44.55 |
| 46.86 | 49.35 | 44.51 |
| 48.76 | 50.52 | 44.07 |

| W. South America | 2003 | 2004 | 2005 |
| 66.29 | 60.29 | 60.29 |
| 68.56 | 58.47 | 46.08 |
| 67.92 | 56.67 | 46.36 |
| 42.10 | 45.48 | 45.36 |
| 41.46 | 44.09 | |
Figure 7. Time series of TOA monthly mean net radiation (W/m²) for clouds in storm track (upper), and stratus (lower) areas.
Figure 8. Same as Figure 7, except for tropical convergence zones (upper) and their combined high cloud regions (lower).
Figure 9. TOA monthly mean net radiation (W/m²) for clouds in storm track (upper) and stratus (lower) areas. The Northern Hemisphere radiative fluxes are shifted forward 6 months to obtain the fluxes in the same seasons for all selected areas.
Figure 10. Same as Figure 9, except for surface (SFC) net radiation.
Figure 11. Same as Figure 8, except for surface (SFC) net radiation.
Figure 12. Time series of monthly mean IWP (mm) for high clouds in selected areas.
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Figure 13. Time series of monthly mean LWP (mm) for low clouds in subtropical solid deck areas.